
Loan Portfolio Management 
Advice from the Microfinance Practice list posted in February, 2007 

 
Question:  
I am looking for a system to manage a microfinance loan portfolio.  Any recommendations? 
 
Some replies:  
 
First from Chuck Waterfield (3 Feb, 2007): 
 
Let me interject a bit here. I used to be a consultant in MIS for microfinance. 
 
I guarantee you aren't going to have any success if you don't do some serious homework.  
Asking first for recommendations on "an MIS" and then later saying you need to track 
"loans, savings, and insurance" isn't going to get you any solid recommendations in this MFP 
group or anywhere else.  This area simply just doesn't work that way.  I don't mean to be 
rude; I'm just trying to save you making a big mistake.  Selecting an MIS is like deciding 
upon your spouse.  Can you imagine me sending a posting saying "I'm looking for a wife. 
Any recommendations?" 
 
An MIS has to reflect your values, procedures, needs, and budget. Howard sent you in an 
early posting with a list of websites1 where you can go and peruse a wide variety of MIS 
options. These options are listed by characteristics, and they contain detailed independent 
reviews as well as user opinions. You really, really, really need to go there and read those. 
That is your starting point. You will not get to a solution by reading a few postings here on 
MFP sent by vendors selling their software. 
 
So I recommend these steps: 
 
1. Do some research. 
2. Read some articles/manuals, such as those by Normand Arsenault and myself. 
3. Look at contracting someone experienced in this area to help review your needs and 

figure out where there might be a good fit between your needs and the available 
systems. 

4. Plan on this being neither a fast nor an inexpensive process. 
 
You can cut out some of these steps, but I will guarantee that you'll be back repeating this 
process within a year if you do. 
 
1  

List of systems - http://www.microfinancegateway.org/resource_centers/technology/iss_software/ 
 
Handbook written for MIS - http://www.microfinancegateway.org/content/article/detail/1631 
 
 

Second from Norman Arsenault (8 Feb, 2007) 
 
Chuck Waterfield's note cannot be clearer.  I would like to add the following points.  
 
� Many people in the microfinance industry do not want the effort of having a look at 

their processes and reporting and are expecting to get the silver bullet from buying a 
software application. 

 
� Insufficient needs assessment is the most frequently cited cause for failed IT projects.  



� Some MIS needs assessments were done by IT experts who have done IT i.e. technical 
needs assessment, and not functional needs assessments. There is a difference 
between a functional needs assessment and an IT needs assessment.  A functional 
needs assessment covers information/work flow descriptions and functional 
requirements specifications (client information, products features, portfolio tracking, 
methodologies, reporting, etc.). An IT needs assessment focus on technical 
requirements specifications (hardware and operating system, database solution, 
networking and telecommunications infrastructure, etc.). 

 
� In the microfinance industry, a lot of money is wasted on inappropriate high end 

technologies and many employees in MFIs are suffering from the lack of critical tools 
they would need to just do their basic work. 

 
� Some software reviews were done by IT experts and are missing mostly the functional 

side, resulting in some cases in incorrect product selection by MFIs. Some software 
applications highly rated by some IT experts have very poor functionalities and 
reporting features. Some software applications recommended and in some cases 
imposed by donors are actually very poor on the functional side due to software 
evaluations done only by IT experts missing the functional side.  
 

The article "TOP TEN CRITERIA FOR SELECTING ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE" can be 
downloaded at the following web address: 
http://www.blytheco.com/pdf/misc/top_ten_criteria_for_selecting_software.pdf 
 
As shown by the study done by Deloitte & Touche, the number one factor contributing to 
the successful installation of software solution is the support - the experience, expertise, 
and ability - of the software provider.  Vendor evaluation is critical. No matter how good a 
product is, users still have to rely on the vendor, reseller or consultant supporting them 
with the software, and especially with data migration. With an experienced and 
knowledgeable software provider, chances of achieving a smooth and successful 
implementation are dramatically increased.   
 
An excellent paper on the software selection process is the white paper "How to Select a 
Solution Provider" by Clients First Business Solutions. It can be downloaded at:    
http://www.clientsfirst-us.com/pdfs/Solution%20Provider.pdf  
 
You can download my article entitled SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS: WHAT HAVE WE 
LEARNED? at:  
http://www.4shared.com/file/10261272/45af92a0/Article_MIS_N_Arsenault_Jan_20_2007.
html 
 
 
Third from Carol Caruso (9 Feb, 2007): 
 
I'd like to add that any technology system selection, definition, configuration & 
implementation should NOT be technology driven. I have worked on 100's of IT projects 
globally & can't count how many clients have either bought a Porsche barely knowing how 
to drive or scrapped a previously expensive (1mill+ euro) implementation that was too 
'difficult' to use & looking for the next 'fix' based on feature & functionality pzzaz. 
 
 


